
Making scale 
sustainable and  
growth effortless

Corporate overview



We are driven  
by the desire  
to create and 
share growth.
Today’s hyperconnected reality is driving network requirements  
to new levels — both in terms of volumes and bandwidth, but also 
flexibility, agility and security. Infrastructure and connectivity are  
key to maintaining, sustaining, and growing market leadership.  
As dedicated providers and builders of infrastructure, EXA is  
delivering a faster connected world.
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EXA expertise 
puts you on a 
path to success.
Over 20 years we’ve established our reputation for building robust, 
leading edge infrastructure to facilitate the world’s ever expanding 
digital needs, which include:

• Mission-critical networks for governments and enterprises 
• Hyperscale infrastructure for the world’s most innovative 

and influential businesses
• Ultra-low latency networks for Financial, Gaming 

and Broadcast sectors
• Expansive connectivity to underpin carrier, mobile 

and internet backbones

Hyperconnectivity across land, 
sea and cloud.
Why is EXA the trusted partner for hyperscale 
internet backbones? Our extensive 
terrestrial and subsea fibre network provide 
connectivity for massive digital platforms that 
increasingly dominate. Unsurprisingly, they 
require extreme bandwidth and continuous 
infrastructure investment — but that’s the 
challenge we excel at. 

EXA offers the absolute lowest latency 
between North America and Europe.  
This enables Fintech, Gaming, collaboration 
and VR platforms to deliver highly 
responsive applications to its users. 
To compete in this realtime environment, 
companies choose EXA for reliability, 
security and ultra-low latency connections. 

NY to LDN in  
59 milliseconds
Enjoy the lowest latency Transatlantic  
link available.
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Prepare for 
future growth 
with world-class 
infrastructure.
 
Our unique combination of global assets, deep industry expertise 
and firm commitment to future investment is unmatched in our 
field. These are the foundations on which confidence can be built, 
bandwidth can be scaled and future growth, assured.

Our products and services
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Transport & 
infrastructure
Where need meets sustainable capacity

Data-intensive services and applications, drive ever 
increasing bandwidth demand across the internet and 
private networks. EXA’s suite of services ensure our 
clients a highly scalable bandwidth, whatever their 
present or future needs. With the flexibility to tailor 
their network to their own unique requirements.

Low latency
Leading latency for express results

EXA Express is a state-of-the-art transoceanic optical 
cable that offers the absolute lowest latency between 
North America and Europe — under 59ms from New 
York to London. Our low latency network infrastructure 
platform spans North America, Europe and Asia, 
including more than 60 unique routes and connections 
to more than 130 major financial exchanges.

Wavelength
Optimal performance for  
seamless delivery

EXA delivers Wavelength services across our 
owned and operated DWDM terrestrial and subsea 
fibre infrastructure. Our optical network spans more 
than 500 PoPs across Europe and North America. 
We are one of the only networks in the world, 
capable of seamlessly delivering a wavelength 
from Istanbul to Chicago on multiple, diverse paths.



Ethernet direct
High performance for pre-defined routes

EXA Ethernet services are designed for clients 
with smaller bandwidth requirements, and includes 
connectivity outside our owned fibre footprint. 
EXA Ethernet is an uncontended service with 
fixed routing, making it ideal for high availability, 
low latency and deterministic applications such 
as broadcast services and financial trading.Dark fibre

Optimum capacity, control and security

For clients prioritising, security and control over 
their network, EXA ’s Dark Fibre portfolio offers 
a comprehensive set of services across a wide 
international footprint. Providing dense coverage 
both between and within all key European cities. 
Clients enjoy the advantage of interconnected 
capabilities with our partners, to extend their 
reach beyond our own network footprint. Colocation

Secure, flexible colocation options

EXA operates colocation facilities in 
Europe and North America. All of them fully 
integrated into our network, including 14 Tier3 
equivalent datacentres. Within these locations we 
offer ultimate flexibility for configuration of space, 
power and connectivity options, including industry 
standard cabinets, cages, datacentre modules; 
with bespoke ‘land and power’ packages for unique 
deployments. EXA can provide remote hands and 
eyes, and cabling services at all our colocation 
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Our highly distributed 
colocation sites are 
ideally placed for Edge 
Datacentre applications

Colocation 
facilities in 
Europe and 
North America
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To be the 
most trusted 
dedicated 
infrastructure 
operator, serving 
the world’s high 
growth, hyper 
bandwidth market.

We are inspired and focused by a clear ambition



Here to help 
you succeed
EXA supports the world’s most innovative 
organisations in the challenge to provide scalable 
connectivity. Whatever service your business 
provides, we are best placed to help you prosper. 

Our clients rely on EXA’s fibre optic network to 
meet specific capacity, diversity, and business 
requirements, but above all to help scale 
networks as their businesses thrive and grow.

At EXA, we provide the infrastructure focus and 
specialism that our clients need to achieve the 
business growth they want. Our expansive digital 
platform and responsive service enable us to 
exceed client expectations today. Our continued 
dedication to growth through infrastructure allows 
us to anticipate and solve their needs going forward. The EXA difference

Challenge is inherent in what we do every day. But 
the working relationship we aspire to forge with our 
clients is the complete opposite. Whether it’s in the 
bespoke design of a network build or the swiftness 
of a contract approval, we go to supreme lengths to 
remove every barrier to a smooth delivery. 

We excel at delivering the network scale of an 
industry heavyweight, with the agility of a light-footed 
challenger. And it is our firm belief that by listening 
closely, respond rapidly, and acting decisively — 
amazing will happen.

The partners  
we serve
 
As bandwidth demand surges, the requirement for low latency, 
network redundancy and availability increases. These growth 
drivers have made EXA a trusted partner for: 

• Hyperscale compute and social media platforms
• Content Delivery Networks and Internet backbones
• Satellite and Broadcast networks
• Service Providers
• Nextgen Broadband Providers
• Government and Defence contractors
• Research and Education Networks
• Fintech and BigTech
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We excel at delivering the 
network scale of an industry 
heavyweight, with the agility 
of a light-footed challenger.



31 MW
Power 
capacity

14
Tier 3 equivalent  
datacentres

18
Subsea cable 
landing stations

25 
of the world’s 30 
biggest Service 
Providers served

18,000
km of owned subsea 
cable in operation

500+
Number  
of PoPs 

3
Transatlantic 
cables

8
Subsea cable 
segments

550+
ILAs 

6,000+
Metro route 
kilometres 

59<ms
New York to 
London

300+
Number  
of cities

A world changing network

Experts in 
infrastructure.
Building 
connections 
 
Our expansive fibre and transport network connects 6 continents by land 
and sea. It is trusted by over 1500 organisations to reliably move data at 
scale, wherever and whenever it is required. Our constant goal is to make 
sure that every message, video call, or critical business transaction, is 
sent over the most reliable and secure network infrastructure available. 
We’re focused to building our global reputation for service excellence 
and enabling growth.

EXA by numbers
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32
Number of 
countries

112,000
Route kilometres  
fibre network

2,9+ M 
Fibre  
kilometres
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Who is EXA?
At EXA, we dedicate our energy, expertise and skills 
to one thing — the creation and delivery of infrastructure, 
meaning we own and operate one of the world’s most 
extensive networks connecting Europe and North America. 

In our business, our clients find partners; in our 
network, they find the access they need to new 
markets, new audiences, new possibilities. 
Experts in infrastructure. Delivering growth.

For more information
Discover the full range of possibilities 
that EXA can offer your business: 

Phone +44 333 444 1018 
Email info@exainfra.net

Let’s build something  
extraordinary together.

Visit us at exainfra.net


